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ABSTRACT 

Search tactics are cognitive processes, or decision mechanisms, that organisms 

utilize to elicit a group of related and sequential behaviors that allow them to locate 

a\'ailable resources such as food, mates, refugia, and habitats. However, our knowledge 

of the actual tactics that animals utilize while searching for resources is limited, and ver\' 

little empirical evidence has been gathered. As a result, a suite of models of theoretical 

search tactics was developed to emulate the searching behaviors of mobile indi\ iduals so 

that inferences might be made about their decision mechanisms, and to determine 

whether individuals are capable of searching with a globally optimal solution. The 

theoretical tactics included four deterministic tactics (maximum-distance search, 

minimum-distance search, nearest-neighbor search, and trajectory-directed search) and 

five probabilistic tactics (reciprocal-distance search, inverse-squared-distance search, 

uniformly random search, Pearson random walk, and Levy random walk). These tactics 

included variations of random walks and systematic searches in an attempt to characterize 

biologically realistic searching behaviors. The theoretical search tactics were simulated 

with hypothetical predators finding and consuming the same sets of resources, assuming 

no satiation or learning, so that comparisons among the resulting search paths could be 

made. Correlated measures of path length, consistency of movement, path linearit\. and 

turn rate were used to characterize the geometry of the resulting search paths. Classieal 

multivariate analysis, including discriminant function analysis (DFA) and non-linear 

artificial neural networks (ANN), were used to discriminate among the theoretical tactics 

and to classify "unknown" search paths into one of the underlying search tactics, both 



based on the geometry of the resulting paths. Both linear and non-linear discriminatory 

anah ses revealed a strong overlap between the nearest-neighbor search and the 

minimum-distance search tactics. This overlap implies that it is possible for animals to 

utilize search tactics that mirror the globally optimal solution without having complete 

knowledge of the specific location of available resources. Furthermore, both methods of 

analyses demonstrated that inferences could be made about the actual tactics that animals 

utilize while searching for resources based on the geometry of the search paths, but with 

varying degrees of reliability. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Theoretical Framework 

Mobile organisms must acfively move to search for resources such as food, mates, 

refugia, and high quality habitats. This active movement of individuals to locate or 

attempt to locate resources is defined as searching behavior (Bell 1991). Behavioral 

ecologists, foraging ecologists, and landscape ecologists have analyzed searching 

behavior in an attempt to better understand how organisms move and the effect of 

movement on the environment. However, each field has focused on different aspects of 

searching behavior with little attempt to create a productive union among them (Lima and 

Zollner 1996). For example, behavioral ecologists are interested in the decision-making 

processes associated with searching, landscape ecologists are concemed with the effect of 

searching behavior on the heterogeneity of the environment, and foraging ecologists are 

interested in how individuals maximize benefits or minimize costs associated with 

searching. Furthermore, landscape ecologists generally use diffusion theory to model the 

dispersal of individuals within the environment to examine the spatial distributions of 

either foragers or resources and movement (Turchin 1991; Famsworth and Beecham 

1999; Mclntyre and Weins 1999; Zollner and Lima 1999). Diffusion theor>- describes 

movement with analytical models based on random motion (Kareiva and Shigesada 

1983). Although diffusion theory enables comparisons to be made of the searching 

behaviors of different species and minimizes behavioral interactions in the models, it 

might not be applicable to behaviorally complex organisms such as vertebrates because 
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of their sophisficated cognitive skills. In contrast, foraging ecologists utilize optimalit\-

models that assume individuals are omniscient, having complete knowledge of the 

resources within their environment. Despite the fact that these models have a strong 

conceptual underpinning, the omniscience assumption is probably not valid because of 

limitations in animal cognitive abilities. Behavioral ecologists, on the other hand, are 

concemed with the cognitive abilities of animals, but do not currently have a means of 

delineating the decision mechanisms that animals utilize while searching for resources. 

As a result of the lack of unity and correspondence among the different 

subdisciplines, our understanding of the role that searching behavior plays in ecolog}. in 

general, has suffered. Therefore, this study will attempt to contribute to our 

understanding of searching behavior by examining specific cognitive components of 

searching behavior called search tactics. More specificall>. this study will attempt to 

determine whether decision mechanisms, or tactics, can be inferred from the 

characteristics of the search paths they produce. If successfiil, such an experimental 

approach will provide behavioral ecologists with a means of inferring the actual decisions 

mechanisms animals utilize while searching for resources. Once we have a better 

understanding of the actual decision mechanisms associated with searching behavior, we 

could then incorporate those search tactics into the models produced by both foraging and 

landscape ecologists to produce more realistic models that are applicable to a w ider arra\ 

of biological situations. However, in order to simplify- the theoretical concepts, this study 

will examine the different theoretical search tacfics in the context of optimal foraging 

theory. 



1.2. Optimal-Foraging Theorv 

Optimality theory provides an approach to answer the question of how organisms 

presented with alternative strategies for exploiting their environments select the option 

that maximizes benefits and minimizes costs. Optimality theory rests on the assumption 

that phenotypic traits are the result of evolutionary processes such as migration, genetic 

drift, and natural selection. More specifically, the behavior for which the optimalit} 

model is intended exists in a population because in the recent past it allowed those 

individuals with the behavior, or their ancestors, to reproduce more successfully than 

individuals with alternative behaviors. This founding assumption is of great concern to 

many biologists because they do not believe that all phenotypic traits are necessarih the 

direct result of natural selecfion (Gould and Lewontin 1979). Opponents of optimalit}^ 

theory believe that evolutionary adaptation lags behind environmental change and the 

widespread occurrence of maladaptive traits as a result of evolutionary lag invalidate the 

underlying assumpfion of optimality theory (Krebs et al. 1981). However, an optimalit\ 

model is not designed to test the idea of whether or not an animal is behaving optimally, 

but rather it is designed to answer the questions of how an animal can achieve optimal 

performance and the consequences of its doing so. Optimality models are designed to 

determine what combination of biological constraints and biological rewards produce the 

highest fitness for an organism (Stevens and Krebs 1986). A properly designed 

optimality model provides a means of tesfing null hypotheses and also pro\ ides a suite of 

alternate hypotheses. As a result, optimality models are powerful tools for analyzing 

numerous ecological behaviors, especially foraging beha\ ior. 



A foraging animal must make many decisions, including when and where to 

forage, which food items to include in its diet, and when to give up foraging \\ ithin a 

particular patch. These and other factors must be taken into consideration when an 

animal forages; however, some factors may weigh more heavily than others. For 

example, a diumally active ground squirrel may be limited to the foraging area 

immediately surrounding its burrow because it is better to avoid predators than to search 

for more profitable foraging areas (Sharpe and Van Home 1998). Thus, the animal is 

forced to make a decision regarding a trade-off; that is, the animal is gi\ ing up the 

possibility of finding a more profitable foraging area for the increased probabilit\ of 

survival. All animals must make decisions regarding trade-offs, and this is where 

optimal-foraging theory proves to be the most useful. 

Optimal-foraging theory is a set of ideas that attempts to formalize the role of 

natural selection in ultimately determining searching efficiency by implementing specific 

mathematical and graphical models (Bell 1991). hiitially, optimal-foraging theory was 

developed to study the questions regarding niche breadth and competition (MacArthur 

and Pianka 1966; Schoener 1974). However, optimal-foraging theory is now used to 

study questions regarding profitability of prey (Wanzenboeck 1995; Schindler et al. 1997: 

Salvanes and Hart 1998), patch use (Fretwell and Lucas 1970), and search strategy 

(O'Brien et al. 1990; Keasar et al. 1996; de Vries and Biesmeijer 1998). According to 

many opfimal-foraging models, individuals tend to maximize their fitness b\ consuming 

profitable resources and minimize their costs by reducing the time and energ> it takes to 

search for those resources. These models, however, have developed in different wa\ s 

depending on the assumptions made concerning the abilitv of the organisms to gather and 
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to use information about their environment and to move within it (Famsworth and 

Beecham 1999). For example, many optimal-foraging models assume that animals are 

omniscient and that they have complete freedom of movement. These assumptions, 

however, are often unsubstanfiated because of limitations in animal cognitive abilities 

and behavior. Although natural selection may act to optimize cognitive abilit}. factors 

such as phylogenetic, historical, genefic, developmental, and structural limitations ma\ 

keep the cognitive ability far from the theoretical optimum (Dukas 1999). Therefore, 

optimal-foraging theory must incorporate cognitive factors to adequateh' model 

ecological phenomenon. 

The primary cognitive component of optimal-foraging theory is the way in which 

organisms search for their resources. A resource is any substance or factor that is 

consumed by an organism and that contributes to its growth and fertility, and thus, to 

increased population growth rates as the availability of the resource in the environment is 

increased (Tilman 1982). Because animals are not omniscient and do not have total 

knowledge of where resources are located, they must move in such a wa\ as to maximize 

their chances of locating resources while minimizing the probability of returning to 

patches they have already visited, assuming a very low turn over rate. For randomh 

distributed resources, variations of random walks are thought to be the most efficient 

searching method (Viswanathan et al. 1999), while systematic searches are thought to be 

the most efficient for uniform distribufions of resources (Dusenbery 1989; Zollner and 

Lima 1999). Random walks and systematic searches are just two of an indefinite number 

of tactics that individuals can utilize to search for resources. 



Search tactics are cognitive processes, or decision mechanisms, that organisms 

utilize to elicit a group of related and sequential behaviors that allow them to locate 

available resources such as food, mates, refugia, and habitats (Bell 1991, Dukas 1999). 

Search tactics may be related to innate mechanisms or they may reflect the ability of the 

organism to perceive environmental stimuli. In addition, different organisms may utilize 

different search tactics depending on their diet, mode of locomotion, sensory ability, 

satiation, ability to leam, and even the interspecific environment. Each search tactic, 

however, has advantages and disadvantages that are associated with it. For example, the 

advantage for using random walks is that they require little in the way of cognitive skills 

to perform the searching behavior; however, the disadvantage of using a random walk in 

searching is the high probability of path crossings, which detracts from the optimalits of 

the search, thereby increasing the time and energy spent in searching for resources. In 

fact, the only way to optimally search in any distribution of resources is to use the 

equivalent of the traveling salesman path or Hamiltonian circuit (Anderson 1983). The 

Hamiltonian circuit is the shortest distance required to find and consume all of the 

available resources, which consequently resuhs in a path with no path crossings. 

However, the computations required to solve this problem for Â  food items are in 

proportion to exp(AO (Platzman and Bartholdi 1989; Klein and Subramanian 1998), 

which exceeds the expected cognitive abilities of animals, including primates, for more 

than just a few food items (Menzel 1973; Cramer and Gallistel 1997). Random walks 

and Hamiltonian circuits are the extremes as far as cognitive requirements and optimalit> 

of the search path, and as a result, they are probabh not the search tactics actualh used 

by animals. As a result, it is imperative that we gain empirical evidence that provides 
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insight into the actual decision mechanisms associated with the searching behavior of 

mobile organisms, and incorporate that evidence into theoretical models. 

1.3. Research Questions 

This study uses computer simulation and theoretical concepts in an attempt to 

better understand searching behavior by addressing the following research questions: 

1. Do different search tactics produce paths that have consistent and recognizable 

properties? 

2. Can search paths produced by different tactics be distinguished from those of a 

globally optimal solution? 

3. Can new search paths be classified into one of the theoretical search tactics reliably? 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

2.1. Simulation of Theoretical Search Tactics 

The theoretical search tactics presented in this study (Table 2.1), which included 

four deterministic and five probabilistic tactics, were simulated using computer 

algorithms written for MATLAB® \-.5.2 (Appendix A). The deterministic models were: 

(1) maximum-distance search (MAXI); (2) minimum-distance search (MINI); (3) 

nearest-neighbor search (NEAR); and (4) trajectory-directed search (TRAJ). The 

probabilistic models were: (1) reciprocal-distance search (RECI); (2) inverse-squared-

distance search (INVE); (3) uniformly random search (RAND); (4) Pearson random walk 

(PEAR); and (5) Levy random walk (LEVY). 

The tactics were simulated with a design that might be used in an experimental 

study of searching behavior. Each of the search-tactic models was simulated to find and 

consume the same set of 15 point resources, assuming no satiation or learning, so that 

comparisons among the tactics could be made. The number of resources was chosen so 

that there would be enough points to generate paths that would characterize the search 

tactics adequately and still allow "organisms" the opportunity to search with a global 1\ 

optimal solution by limiting the number of resources, which in turn limits the number of 

required calculations. The resources consisted of 15 points that were created b\ sampling 

from a bivariate uniform random distribution and placed within a square domain (50 units 

x 50 units) that corresponded to a Cartesian coordinate s\stem. The resources \\ere 

sampled from a bivariate uniform random distribution to ensure that each location within 
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Table 2.1. List of the theoretical search tactics and their 
respective abbreviations. 

Theoretical Search Tactics 

Deterministic: 

Maximum-distance 
Minimum-distance 
Nearest-neighbor 
Traj ectory-directed 

Probabilistic: 

Reciprocal-distance 

Inverse-squared-distance 
Uniformly-random 
Pearson random walk 

Levy random walk 

Abbreviations 

MAXI 
MINI 

NEAR 
TRAJ 

RECI 
INVE 

RAND 
PEAR 

LEVY 



the domain was equally likely to have a resource located on it. The domain size w as 

arbitrary', but it was required to ensure that the random walks found and consumed all 15 

point resources. In addition, each model was simulated with 1000 iterations to 

characterize the sampling \'ariation for each of the theoretical search tactics. 

The theoretical search tactics were developed such that the\ included various 

searches, from the shortest possible (MINI) to the longest possible (MAXI) to put lower 

and upper bounds on what was theoretically possible. The set of search tactic models 

was intended to be representative rather than exhaustive. The MINI and MAXI models 

require that the individual have a priori knowledge of the specific location of the 

available resources. The RAND model generated uniformly random search paths \s ith no 

biological basis by randomly permuting the 15 point resources; this tactic is implicith the 

null model of the set of theoretical search tactics. The NEAR model simulated the idea 

that an animal will determine which of the available food items is closest to its current 

location, move to and consume that item, and from its new position, iterate the same task. 

This tactic required only that the nearest food item be within the perceptual range of the 

organism. The TRAJ model was based on the idea that an animal will choose an a\ eragc 

direction of movement based on environmental stimuli and pick up the food as it travels 

along the transect. This tactic required that the resources lie within the perceptual range 

'n rn 
of the individual along the transect. The RECI , and INVE models were biased 

\d- J 

toward selecting nearby resources at a distance d, but allowed an organism to b\ pass 

them to capture resources farther away at smaller probabilities. The random walks, 

however, were slightly more complex. Both random walks in\ olved an animal movmg 
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straight ahead for some distance, referred to as a step, turning by a uniformly random 

angle, and then repeating the process of stepping and turning. In a random walk, the step 

length can be the same each time, as in a Pearson (1905) random walk, or can change 

w ith respect to the previous step length, as in the Levy random walk. Levy walks are a 

special class of random walks whose step lengths are not constant, but are chosen from a 

probabilitv distribution function (Viswanathan et al. 1996). More specifically. PEAR 

was implemented with a constant step length of one unit, whereas, LEVY step lengths 

were sampled form a normal (0,1) distribution, truncated at 5% of the domain size (2.5 

units). For both random walks, food items were consumed if they were within a 

threshold distance of 2.5 units from the search path, which simulated the perceptual range 

of an animal. For each implemented search tactic, only the path generated linearh from 

one food item to the next food item was recorded, not the actual path traveled b\ the 

animal between consecutive food items. 

For each iteration, the search paths produced b\ the different tactics were 

measured using 14 path descriptors (Bell 1991; Table 2.2). The path descriptors that 

were used to characterize the search paths were total path length, minimum step length, 

maximum step length, standard deviafion of step lengths, lag-1 autocorrelation of step 

lengths, number of path crossings, standard deviation of distances between path 

crossings, lag-1 autocorrelation of absolute angular deviation, minimum absolute angular 

deviafions, maximum absolute angular deviation, mean absolute angular de\ iation, 

standard deviation of absolute angular deviations, mean signed angular de\ iation, and 

standard deviation of signed angular deviations. For two consecutive steps, the angular 

deviation was defined to be the minimum angle between the second step and the 
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Table 2.2. List of the categorized path descriptors and their respective abbreviations. 

Categories Path Descriptors 

Path Length: 

1. Total path length 

Abbreviations 

TotPL 

Step Length: 

2. Minimum step length 

3. Maximum step length 

4. Standard deviation of step length 

5. Autocorrelation of step lengths 

MinSL 
MaxSL 
StdSL 
AutoSL 

Path Crossings: 

6. Number of path crossings NumPC 
7- Standard deviation of path lengths between crossings StdPC 

Angular Deviations: 

8. Angular vector autocorrelation 

9. Minimum absolute angular deviation 
10. Maximum absolute angular deviation 

11. Mean absolute angular deviation 
12. Standard deviation of absolute angular deviations 
13. Mean signed angular deviation 

14. Standard deviation of signed angular deviations 

AVAuto 
MinAAD 
MaxAAD 
MeanAAD 
StdAAD 
MeanSAD 
StdSAD 
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projection of the first step; signed angular deviations were coded as positi\e if 

counterclockwise and negative if clockwise. These descriptors were chosen because thev 

provide numerous correlated measures of crucial path characteristics without producing a 

linear combination. For example, total path length is proportional to total time or energv 

expenditure, the step length variables measure the consistency of movement, the path 

crossing variables measure the lack of linearity, and the angular deviation variables 

measure the turn rate (Bell 1991: London 1999). The 14 path descriptors for each of the 

1000 iterations of each search tactic comprised the original data (Figure 2.1). 

2.2. Discrimination of Theoretical Search Tactics 

2.2.1. Discriminant Function Analysis 

Discriminant function analysis (DFA) is a classical multivariate statistical tool 

that is designed to predict group membership from a set of correlated variables, which is 

done by maximizing the linear separations among groups (Hand 1981). When 

performing DFA, we do not have to specify how to combine variables in order to form 

different discriminant functions. Rather, DFA automatically determines the optimal 

combination of variables such that the first function provides the most overall 

discrimination among groups, the second provides second most, and so on (Hand 1981). 

Moreover, the discriminant functions are orthogonal so their contributions to the 

discriminafion among groups will not overlap (Sokal and Rohlf 1995): thus, each 

function accounts for a percentage of the total variance among groups. Besides the 

percentages of the total variation, DFA produces several key results that aid in the 

understanding of the discrimination of the groups. For example, DFA provides the 
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Generate point resources 

; Fit search tactic to resources 

Calculate path descriptors 

Save path descriptors 

-No Have all search tactics been simulated? 

Yes 

Is it the last iteration? No 

Yes 

Complete data set 

Figure 2.1. Flowchart of the logic used to create the data set. 
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discriminant scores, which are the original data transformed into discriminant space and 

projected onto discriminant axes. Discriminant scores are useful because the\- allow us to 

\ isuallv examine the maximum separation of groups bv" plotting the scores as a function 

of the first two or more discriminant functions. DFA also produces the loadings 

(expressed as vector correlations between the variables and the discriminant functions), 

which indicate how and how well each variable discriminates the groups. In addition. 

DF.A allows us to reclassify the original data to measure the abilitv of DFA to classity 

groups according to the preselected variables and to classify' unknown observations 

(Hand 1981). Both types of classification are conducted by using the Mahalanobis 

distances between observations and group centroids. Mahalanobis distances are 

measures of the distance between two points in the space defined by two or more 

correlated variables in the original space and they are equivalent to Euclidean distances 

among discriminant scores. DFA does have key assumptions associated with it such as 

multivariate normality and homogeneity of covariances; however. DFA is rather robust to 

the underlying assumptions for larger sample sizes (Hand 1981: Tabachnick and Fidell 

1996), particularly if formal hypothesis tests are avoided. 

The multivariate statistical analyses, including DFA. were conducted using 

functions written for MATLAB* v. 5.2 (Strauss 2001). The original data were divided 

into two subsets to provide cross-validation for the DFA and to correspond with the 

artificial neural networks discussed later in this chapter. More specificalh. the data were 

divided into a primary data set, which consisted of 500 iterations, or observations, tor 

each of the nine theoretical search tacdcs. and a validation set. which consisted of 250 

observations for each tactic. DFA (discrim) was performed on the primarv data set and a 
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plot of the hulls and centroids of the discriminant scores was produced to visually 

examine the discriminator} abilities of the analysis. The vector correlations and percent 

variances from the DFA were bootstrapped with 1000 iterations to generate the 

corresponding 95% confidence intervals. In addition to the DFA. Mahalanobis distances 

{mahal) among centroids of the path-descriptor variables were calculated to quantify the 

differences among tactics, and they too were bootstrapped with 1000 iterations to 

generate their 95% confidence intervals. The Mahalanobis distances were used to 

classify the observations in the validation set to determine the reliability of DFA at 

classifying new\ or unknown, observations. Each observation in the validation set was 

classified {classify) into one of the theoretical search tactics based on which centroid it 

was closest to in the full discriminant space. As a result, some of the observations mav-

have been misclassified if they were closer to another centroid rather than their own. 

These misclassifications were then used to quantify' the percentage of overlap betw een 

tactics by taking the proportion of misclassifications to the total observation size for each 

pair-wise combination of search tactics. Finally, the Mahalanobis distances were used to 

create an unweighted pair-group hierarchical cluster analysis (upgma), bootstrapped w ith 

1000 iterations, to visually examine the relationships between search tactics. 

2.2.2. Artificial Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are statistical information-processing sv stems 

that are based on generalizations of human cognition and are composed of subunits that 

are analogous to biological neurons. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) first described a neural 

network as a computer model of a biological neuron that could generate binarv output. 
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The McCulloch-Pitts neuron calculated the weighted sums of its input and produced an 

output of either zero or one depending on whether or not the total exceeded a threshold 

value. The work of McCulloch and Pitts was important to computer developers and those 

researchers who were interested in understanding cognition; however, their model was 

biologicallv unrealistic because it did not account for the randomness and plasticit} of 

neurons within the brain (Smith 1993). In order to create more biologically consistent 

neural networks, Frank Rosenblatt (1962) extended the McCulloch-Pitts model to include 

stochastic events by organizing the ANN into layers with feed-forward connections 

between one layer and the next. This type of organization, which allows for the training 

of the network, is called a perceptron. Although Rosenblatt's one-layer pereeptron 

applied only to elementary computations (Minsky and Papert 1969), it provided the 

foundation for today's multi-layered perceptrons that are capable of learning through 

processes such as backpropagation. 

Backpropagation provides a systematic way of using a known target \ector to 

adjust the weights and biases of an ANN so that the output produced is as close as 

possible to the target vector (Smith 1993). Backpropagation is usually conducted on a 

three layer feed-forward network consisting of the input, hidden, and output layers 

(Figure 2.2) although additional hidden layers can be added as needed (Hertz et al. 1991). 

The nodes of the input layer perform no calculations; they simply send the input values to 

the hidden nodes. Each node in the hidden layer calculates a numeric activation le\ el that 

is determined from the weighted sum of the input variables plus or minus a bias value, 

which is analogous to a regression intercept. The weights can be either positiv e or 

negative depending on their excitatory or inhibitor}- effect, which is analogous to the 
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Independent 
Variables 

Hidden 
Laver 

Predicted Values 

Target 
\'ector 

Dependent 
Variables 

Adjustments 

Figure 2.2. Diagram of the basic construction of a fully connected artificial neural 
network. Each circle or box represents a node within an input, hidden, or 
output layer. The arrows represent the transmission of information from node 
to node, and each arrow has an associated weight coefficient. The output is 
compared to the target vector; and the weights and biases are adjusted 
accordingly, so as to minimize the difference between predicted \ alues and 
target output. 
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sv'naptic efficacy of a biological neuron. Once each node has calculated the activation 

level, the hidden node then transforms the scalar value into an output signal with the use 

of a transfer function (Smith 1993). Various t}-pes of transfer frmctions are used, ranging 

from step functions to sigmoidal fiinctions, and they are generally chosen so that the} can 

accept any range of input but will produce output in a strictly limited range. For 

example, one of the most commonly used transfer functions is the hyperbolic tangent 

function because it can accept any value of input between negative and positiv e infinirv. 

but it produces output between negative one and positive one, and it is easih 

differentiable, which is crucial to the training of the network. Once output is generated. 

ANN then compare the actual output to the target output and calculate an error coefficient 

(Hertz et al. 1991). This error coefficient is then propagated back to the hidden nodes 

and the weights and biases are adjusted accordingly to reduce the amount of error. This 

cycle is referred to as an epoch and it is generally repeated with enough iterations so that 

the error term reaches a minimum. There is no guarantee that the minimum will be 

globally stable, but as the number of hidden nodes and hidden layers are increased, the 

network fits the data more closely minimizing the probabilit} of it settling in local 

minima. However, increasing the number of hidden nodes and la} ers increases the 

possibility of the ANN overfitting the data (Murata et al. 1994), thereby allowing the 

network to classify' the training data but pooriy generalize to the testing data (Figure 2.3). 

It is important for neural networks to be able to predict group membership of new 

oberservations based on true structure in the data and not random noise. One drawback 

to using ANN for statisfical analyses is that they do not provide visualizations of the 

variation within and differences among groups. 
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Figure 2.3. Plots depicting the effect of additional nodes on oxertiiiing. 
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The neural network portion of this sttid}' was conducted using Matlab® v6 and the 

Neural Network Toolbox v 4. The neural networks were trained using a technique called 

resilient backpropagation, which eliminates the harmful effects of having a small slope at 

the extreme ends of a sigmoidal transfer function by using the sign of the gradient 

descent rather than the magnitude (Demuth and Beale 2000). Resilient backpropagation 

also allowed for the use of three different sets of data to train the network: a training set. 

a validation set. and a testing set. The training set, which consisted of 500 observations, 

was used the to adjust the weights and biases of the network. The validation set consisted 

of 250 observations and was used to stop training earl}- if further training would diminish 

the generalizafion ability of the network. More specifically, training was stopped when 

the mean square error (MSE) of the validation set increased consecutively. The final 

subset of 250 observations was used as a testing set to measure the performance of the 

network at generalizing to new observations. The ANN consisted of an input layer, sev en 

hidden layers (one layer for each possible discriminant functions), and an output la}-er. 

However, there was no a prori information that determined the proper number of hidden 

nodes to use per hidden layer. As a result, different networks had to be tested using five 

different sets of hidden nodes that were based on Vz, 1. 2. 3. and 4 times the number of 

input variables. The average MSE and standard error of the MSE of the testing set from a 

series of 10 replicafions were used to measure the performance for a given set of nodes: 

the set of nodes that resulted in the lowest average MSE with the smallest standard error 

was used in the final network (Appendix B). Finally, classification of the testing set was 

conducted on the final neural network to determine the abilit} of the neural network to 

classify unknown search paths into the theoretical search tactics based on the geonietrv ot 
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the path, which measured the ability of the network to generalize to nev\ observations. 

However, unlike classifications based on Mahalanobis distances, these observations were 

not forced to fit into a search tactic. Therefore, if many observations were not classified. 

then that was sign of overlap between the tactics because the ANN could not reliably 

distinguish among them. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The search-tactic models used in this study produced paths that were notabl}-

different from one another based on appearance alone (Figure 3.1). For example. MINI 

resulted in the shortest total path length, which consequently produced a path with no 

path crossings and a very low turn rate. TRAJ also resulted in a path with no path 

crossings, but was longer in length and had a much higher turn rate. MAXI. on the other 

hand, resulted in the longest path, had the highest turn rate, and had the maximum 

number of path crossings. NEAR, RECI, INTVE, and PEAR appeared to all have similar 

paths that were a cross between MINI and TRAJ. Finally. LEVY and RAND appeared to 

have similar paths that were between TRAJ and MAXI. 

Although the search paths appeared similar in many aspects, DFA revealed that 

MAXI did not overlap results from any of the other search-tactic models in the 

discriminant space portrayed in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, the Mahalanobis distances 

(Table 3.1) and their confidence intervals (Table 3.2) also revealed that paths produced 

by the MAXI model were very different from to the remaining tactics. As a result. 

MAXI data were removed from the analysis, and the remaining paths were reanah zed to 

increase the resolution in discriminating among those tactics that were close to the 

globally optimal solution. 

Reanalysis of the search tactics demonstrated that paths produced b} all tactics 

except RAND (the null model) overiapped the global!} optimal solution in their 

characterisfics (Figure 3.3). However, this figure is somewhat misleading because only 
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t /i 

> 

RECI 

TRAJ PEAR 

RAND MAXI 

Figure 3.1. Comparison of foraging paths produced by the theoretical search tactics for 
the same set of randomly placed resources. Each dot represents a resource 
and the large dot represents the first resource consumed, or the starting pomi. 
Each search tactic begins with the same resource to facilitate comparisons. 
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Figure 3.2. Convex hulls of the discriminant scores for the theoretical search tactics. The 
abbreviations for the search tactics are those given in Table 2.1. The number 
in parentheses represents the percentage of the total among-group \ariaiKc 
accounted for by the corresponding discriminant function. 
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Table 3.1. Mahalanobis distances for all pairwise combinafions of theoretical search 
tactics. 

Mahalanobis Distances 

MINI NEAR RECI INVE TRAJ PEAR LEVY R\ND MAXI 
MINI 

NEAR 
RECI 
INVE 
TRAJ 
PEAR 
LEVY 
RAND 
MAXI 

0 
5.62 

21.00 
19.14 
28.45 
16.68 
15.11 
45.67 

436.73 

5.62 
0 

10.60 
8.03 

26.42 
6.59 
5.44 

37.35 
424.99 

21.00 
10.60 

0 
0.58 

15.53 
0.98 
1.56 

16.09 
392.61 

19.14 
8.03 
0.58 

0 
15.46 
0.46 
0.78 

21.85 
409.38 

28.45 
26.42 
15.53 
15.46 

0 
16.70 
17.40 
41.09 

469.10 

16.68 
6.59 
0.98 
0.46 

16.70 
0 

0.10 
21.51 

413.09 

15.11 
5 44 
1.56 
0.78 

17.40 
0.10 

0 
23.36 

418.29 

45.67 
37.35 
16.09 
21.85 
41.09 
21.51 
23.36 

0 
286.21 

436.73 
424.99 
392.61 
409.38 
469.10 
413.09 
418.2Q 
286.21 

0 

Table 3.2. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the Mahalanobis distances for all 
pairwise combinations of theoretical search tactics. Lower confidence limits 
are given below the diagonal and the upper limits are given above the diagonal. 

MINI 
NEAR 
RECI 
INVE 
TRAJ 
PEAR 
LEVY 
RAND 
MAXI 

MINI 
0 

4.90 
19.61 
17.79 
26.62 
15.53 
13.89 
43.41 

403.10 

NEAR 
6.60 

0 
9.70 
7.24 

24.65 
5.92 
4.83 

35.12 
392.49 

RECI 
22.85 
11.88 

0 
0.40 

14.45 
0.77 
1.29 

14.59 
362.43 

Mahalanobis Distances 

INVE 
20.90 

9.09 
0.90 

0 
14.30 
0.34 
0.59 

20.09 
377.09 

TRAJ 
30.68 
28.74 
16.85 
16.85 

0 
15.54 
16.12 
38.65 

472.20 

PEAR 
18.30 
7.52 
1.37 
0.72 

18.13 
0 

0.07 
19.78 

381.12 

LEVY 
16.63 
6.30 
2.03 
1.09 

18.87 
0.24 

0 
21.62 

385.62 

RAND 
48.57 
40.09 
17.96 
24.33 
44.42 
23.78 
25.55 

0 
262.5S 

MAXI 
473.50 
462.21 
427 71 
445.23 
508.76 
448.56 
455.b.̂ ^ 
314.(a 

( ) . ( ) 
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DP 1 (52.8%) 

Figure 3.3. Convex hulls of the discriminant scores for the theoretical search tactics. 
excluding MAXI. 
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a 

82.1% of the total variation among models was portrayed in the depiction. The 

Mahalanobis distances among the search-tactic models, on the other hand, revealed 

considerable distinction between MINI paths and those produced by the remainder of the 

models, but they also revealed that paths from several of search-tactic models overiapped 

extensively (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). For example, the search-tactic model that produced 

paths closest to the globalh- optimal solution, according to the Mahalanobis distances, 

was NEAR, D ' = 4.77 [4.35, 5.33]. PEAR and LEVY had a Mahalanobis distance of 

0.079 [0.06, 0.16], which was extremely small considering that it was measured in 

variance units. Furthermore, RECI and INVE also demonstrated a small distance of 0.46 

[0.36, 0.63]. These small Mahalanobis distances would have been considered non

significant in certain contexts; however, the context of this study did not allow for 

stafisfical testing of significance because it is highly dependent on sample size (Gardiner 

1997) and sample size was arbitrary with the computer simulations. The Mahalanobis 

distances were used, however, to create a dendrogram to visualize the relationships 

between the search-tactic models based on the resuhing path characteristics (Figure 3.4). 

The variation in search paths produced by the different models was geometricalh 

characterized b}' the path descriptors, which within their respective categories (path 

length variables, step length variables, path crossing variables, and angular dev iation 

variables) discriminated among the search- tactic models in roughly the same manner: 

that is, they discriminated them along the same directions (Figure 3.5). However, the 

individual path descriptors did not perform equall}- well in discriminating among the 

various search-tactic models (Table 3.5). For example, the number of path crossings had 
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Table 3.3. Mahalanobis distances of all pairwise combinations of theoretical search 
tactics, excluding MAXI. 

Mahalanobis Distances 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 

INVE 

TRAJ 

PEAR 

LEVY 

RAND 

MINI 

0 

4.77 

19.25 

17.64 

26.02 

15.31 

14.26 

46.92 

NEAR 

4.77 

0 

9.52 

7.47 

24.70 

6.25 

5.28 

38.85 

RECI 

19.25 

9.52 

0 

0.46 

15.86 

0.67 

1.13 

18.80 

INVE 

17.64 

7-47 

0.46 

0 

15.41 

0.39 

0.57 

24.45 

TRAJ 

26.02 

24.70 

15.86 

15.41 

0 

16.01 

16.74 

45.53 

PEAR 

15.31 

6.25 

0.67 

0.39 

16.01 

0 

0.08 

23.72 

LEVY 

14.26 

5.28 

1.13 

0.57 

16.74 

0.08 

0 

25.78 

R,-\\D 

46.92 

38.85 

18.80 

24.45 

45.53 

23.72 

25 78 

0 

Table 3.4. Bootstrapped 95%) confidence intervals for the Mahalanobis distances for 
all pairwise combinations of theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. 
The lower limits are given below the diagonal and the upper limits are 
given above the diagonal. 

Mahalanobis Distances 

MINI NEAR RECI INVE TRAJ PEAR LEVY RAND 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 

INVE 

TRAJ 

PEAR 

LEVY 

RAND 

0 

4.35 

18.24 

16.67 

24.78 

14.44 

13.48 

45.08 

5.33 

0 

8.86 

6.90 

23.54 

5.74 

4.82 

37.27 

20.52 

10.34 

0 

0.36 

15.00 

0.54 

0.97 

17.45 

18.79 

8.15 

0.63 

0 

14.55 

0.31 

0.46 

23.01 

27.43 

26.06 

16.91 

16.34 

0 

15.20 

15.89 

43.07 

16.24 

6.82 

0.88 

0.55 

17.06 

0 

0.06 
"»") ">q 

15.18 

5.85 

1.39 

0.75 

17.76 

0.16 

0 

24.30 

49.26 

41.06 

20.49 

26.39 

48.00 

25.58 

27.(^ 

0 
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Mahalanobis Distances 

Figure 3.4. Unweighted pair-group hierarchical cluster analysis (UPGMA) of the 
theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. The analysis was based on the 
Mahalanobis distances. The numbers represent the bootstrapped support 
value of the corresponding node. 
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Figure 3.5. Visual representation of how the path descriptors discriminated the 
theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. (A) Plot of the \ector 
correlations between path descriptors (Table 2.2) and discriminant t'unctions. 
(B) Plot of the centroids of the discriminant scores. 
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Table 3.5. Vector correlations, percent variance, and the corresponding 95% 
confidence intervals from the DFA of the theoretical search tactics. 
excludir 

Path Descriptor 

TotPL 

MinSL 
MaxSL 
StdSL 
AutoSL 

NumPC 

StdPC 

AVAuto 
MinAAD 

MaxAAD 
MeanAAD 

StdAAD 
MeanSAD 

StdSAD 

ig MAXI. 

Discriminant Function 1 

Loadings 

0.90 
0.60 
0.59 
0.49 
0.02 
0.94 

0.16 
0.04 

0.01 

0.08 
0.13 
0.03 

-0.73 
-0.02 

Percent 
variance 

52.83 

Conf. Interval 

lower 

0.88 
0.57 
0.57 

0.46 
-0.01 
0.93 
0.14 
0.02 

-0.02 

0.05 
0.09 
0.00 

-0.75 

-0.06 

upper 

0.91 
0.62 
0.62 

0.53 
0.04 

0.95 
0.19 
0.07 

0.05 
0.11 
0.17 
0.06 

-0.70 

0.03 

Conf. Interval 

lower 

51.49 

upper 

54.12 

Discriminant Function 2 

Loadings 

0.28 
-0.04 
0.35 
0.44 
0.03 

-0.18 
-0.15 
0.12 
0.53 
0.27 
0.73 

-0.27 
-0.54 

0.76 

Percent 
variance 

29.19 

Conf. Interval 

lower 

0.23 
-0.08 
0.30 
0.40 
0.00 

-0.23 
-0.20 

0.09 
0.49 
0.25 
0.70 

-0.30 
-0.58 

0.75 

upper 

0.32 
-0.01 
0.39 
0.47 
0.06 

-0.13 
-0.11 
0.14 

0.55 
0.28 
0.75 

-0.24 
-0.50 

0.78 

Conf. Interval 

lower 

27.99 

upper 

30.39 
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a %ector correlation of 0.94 [0.93, 0.95] for the first discriminant function, whereas the 

standard deviation of distances between path crossings had a loading of 0.16 [0.14. 0.19]. 

In addition, the mean signed angular deviation had a vector correlation of 0.73 [-0.75. 

-0.70], but the standard deviation of signed angular deviations had a loading of-0.02 with 

a 95«o confidence interval that included zero [-0.06, 0.03]. The three path descriptors 

with the highest xector correlations best discriminated the theoretical search tactics: (1) 

number of path crossings 0.94 [0.93, 0.95], (2) total path length 0.90 [0.88. 0.91], and (3) 

mean signed angular deviation -0.73 [-0.75, -0.70]. 

Although there was no way to test whether the search paths produce b} the 

different search-tactic models were significantly different from one another, we were able 

to quantify the probability of correctly classifying '-new" observations, which provided 

some insight into the overlap of the tactics. The percent classification based on 

Mahalanobis distances revealed that a few of the paths generated by the search-tactic 

models were correctly classified with some degree of reliability: MINI 98.6%, TRAJ 

95.0%, and RAND 85.4% (Table 3.6). The percent classification based on ANNs also 

revealed that these paths were reliably classified: TRAJ 97.0%, R.AND 94.2%. and MINI 

89.8% (Table 3.7). However, classification of the search paths produced by the different 

search-taetie models revealed that some paths were incorreeth- classified b} both 

methods of classification. For example, NEAR paths were misclassified as MfNI paths 

32.2% of the time based on the Mahalanobis distances, which further demonstrated the 

overlap of search paths produced by the various tactics with the globalh- optimal solution. 

The ANN also misclassified NEAR paths as MINI paths, but at 14.2% rather than 32.2%. 

The lower misclassification rate was probabh attributed to the non-linear discriminator\ 



Table 3.6. Percent classifications for the theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXL 
based on the Mahalanobis distances. The percentage in boldface is the 
correct classification. 

Classified As 

.A.ctual 
Tactic 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 

INVE 

TRAJ 
PEAR 
LEVY 

RAND 

MINI 

98.6 
32.2 

1.8 
1.2 
1.4 

2.0 

3.8 

0.0 

NEAR 

1.4 

49.6 
3.0 
7.2 

0.8 
7.8 
9.2 

0.0 

RECI 

0.0 
0.0 

42.4 
27.2 

0.0 
10.4 

12.8 

13.0 

INVE 

0.0 
3.0 

2L6 

30.6 
1.0 
10.0 

17.6 

0.0 

TRAJ 

0.0 
0.0 

1.6 
3.4 

95.0 
1.4 
1.4 

0.4 

PEAR 

0.0 
0.0 
7.2 
10.6 
0.0 
13.4 
18.8 

0.8 

LE\'Y 

0.0 
15.2 
15.2 
19.0 
1.8 

34.4 

36.2 
0.4 

R^AND 

0.0 
0.0 
7.2 
0.8 
0.0 
0.6 
0.2 

85.4 

Table 3.7. Percent classifications for the theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. 
based on the artificial neural networks. The percentage in boldface is the 
correct classification. 

Classified As 

Actual 
Tactic 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 

INVE 

TRAJ 

PEAR 
LEVY 

RAND 

MINI 

89.8 
14.2 

0.4 

0.2 

0.2 

0.8 
0.8 

0.0 

NEAR 

4.0 

61.2 
1.6 

5.2 

0.2 

3.0 
3.8 

0.0 

RECI 

0.0 

0.0 

10.0 
3.8 

0.0 
2.2 

1.0 

0.8 

INVE 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 

1.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 

TRAJ 

0.0 
0.2 
1.2 

1.6 

97.0 
0.0 
0.6 

0.0 

PEAR 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.6 

0.0 

0.0 

LEVY 

0.0 
0.2 
0.4 

0.0 

0.0 

1.2 

1.8 
0.0 

RAND 
0.0 

0.0 
8.8 

1.8 

0.0 

1.0 

0.2 

94.2 
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abilit} of the ANN, but it could have been attributed to the fact that the ANN did not 

force any path to be classified. Both methods of classifying observations resulted in 

misclassifications and both had difficulty in distinguishing paths produced by RECI from 

paths produced b} INVE as well paths produced by PEAR from paths generated from 

LEVY, which implied that there was a large amount of overlap in those paths generated 

b} those search-tactic models. A quantified measure of the amount of overlap as a result 

of misclassifications based on Mahalanobis distances revealed that 26.6% of the paths 

produced b} PEAR and LEVY overlapped, that 24.4% of paths produced b} RECI and 

INVE overlapped, and that 16.8%) of paths produced NEAR and MINI overlapped (Table 

3.8). 

Based on an observafion of the hulls of the discriminant scores, the Mahalanobis 

distances, and the percent of overlap, five of the most biologically realistic search-tactic 

models, MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, and LEVY, were reanalyzed to determine whether 

they could be discriminated with greater reliability. Statistical analysis of the fne most 

biologically realistic search-tactic models revealed again that all models overlapped w ith 

the optimal solution (Figure 3.6). However, the figure is a much more accurate depiction 

of the true discrimination because the first two discriminant flmctions now account for 

94%o of the total variation among search-tactic models as opposed to 82.1% of the 

variation. The Mahalanobis distances among the five most biologically realistic search-

tactic models mostly remained within the confidence intervals produced from the 

previous analysis (Tables 3.9 and 3.10). Furthermore, a cluster analysis revealed that 

NEAR remained the closet tacfic to MINI (Figure 3.7). The path descriptors 

discriminated the remaining tactics in roughly the same manner (Figure 3.8 and 
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Table 3.8. Percent overlap of the theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXL based 
on misclassifications of unknown search paths. 

MINI 
NEAR 

RECI 
INVE 

TRAJ 
PEAR 
LEVY 

RAND 

MINI 

0 
16.8 

0.9 
0.6 

0.7 

1.0 

1.9 

0.0 

NEAR 

16.8 
0 

1.5 

5.1 
0.4 

3.9 

12.2 

0.0 

RECI 

0.9 
1.5 
0 

24.4 

0.8 

8.8 
14.0 

10.1 

Percent 

INVE 

0.6 
5.1 
24.4 

0 
2.2 

10.3 
18.3 

0.4 

Overlap 

TRAJ 
0.7 
0.4 

0.8 
2.2 

0 
0.7 

1.6 

0.2 

PEAR 

1 
3.9 
8.8 
10.3 
0.7 

0 
26.6 

0.7 

LEVY 

1.9 
1") ' ) 

14 
18.3 
1.6 

26.6 
0 

0.3 

R̂ AND 

0 
0 

10.1 
0.4 

0.2 
0.7 

0.3 

0 
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Figure 3.6. Convex hulls of the discriminant scores for the five most biological!}-
realistic search tactics. 
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Table 3.9. Mahalanobis distances for the pairwise 
combinations of the fi\e most biologically 
realistic search tacfics. 

Mahalanobis Distances 

MINI NEAR RECI TRAJ LE\'Y 
MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 
TRAJ 

LEVY 

0 
4.71 

20.06 
27.51 

12.74 

4.71 

0 
10.99 
26.41 

4.74 

20.06 
10.99 

0 
21.89 

2.40 

27.51 
26.41 

21.89 
0 

19.65 

12.74 
4.74 

2.40 
19.65 

0 

Table 3.10. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for 
the Mahalanobis distances for the pairwise 
combinations of the fne most biologicalh-
realistic search tactics. 

Mahalanobis Distances 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 

TRAJ 

LEVY 

MINI 

0 

4.13 
18.48 
25.57 

11.67 

NEAR 

5.48 

0 
9.95 

24.57 

4.23 

RECI 

22.12 
12.44 

0 

20.29 

1.92 

TRAJ 

30.15 
28.92 

24.08 
0 

18.23 

LEVY 

14.28 
5.53 
3.08 

21.63 

0 
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Figure 3.7. Unweighted pair-group hierarchical cluster analysis (UPGMA) of the fi\e 
most biologically realistic search tactics. The analysis was based on the 
Mahalanobis distances. The numbers represent the bootstrapped support 
values of the corresponding nodes. 
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Vector Plot 

A 

DF 1 (57.3%) 

DFA 

B 

DF 1 (57.3%) 

Figure 3.8. Visual representation of how the path descriptors discriminated the the most 
biologically realistic search tactics. (A) Plot of the \ector eorrelations 
between path descriptors and discriminant functions. (B) PK>i iA the 
centroids of the discriminant scores. 
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Table 3.11), but the best path descriptors changed to: (1) mean absolute angular dexiation 

0.83 [0.80, 0.84], (2) standard deviation of signed angular deviafions 0.80 [0.77. 0.82]. 

and (3) mean signed angular deviation -0.75 [-0.80, -0.69]. In addifion, the probabilit}-

of correctly classifying new search paths into the search-tactic models increased for both 

DFA and ANN (Tables 3.12 and 3.13). 
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Table 3.11. Vector correlafions, percent variance, and the corresponding 95° o 
confidence intervals from the DFA of the five most biologically realistic 
search tactics. 

Path Descriptor 

TotPL 
MinSL 

MaxSL 

StdSL 
AutoSL 
NumPC 

StdPC 
AVAuto 

MinAAD 

MaxAAD 
MeanAAD 

StdAAD 
MeanSAD 

StdSAD 

Discriminant Function 1 

Loadings 

0.63 
0.13 
0.43 
0.50 
0.03 

-0.07 
-0.27 
0.12 

0.59 
0.30 
0.83 

-0.34 
-0.75 

0.80 

Percent 
variance 

57.30 

Conf Interval 

lower 

0.57 

0.08 
0.36 
0.42 

-0.01 
-0.16 
-0.34 

0.06 
0.55 

0.28 
0.80 

-0.39 
-0.80 

0.77 

upper 

0.69 
0.18 
0.51 
0.57 
0.08 
0.03 

-0.19 
0.16 
0.62 
0.33 
0.84 

-0.28 
-0.69 

0.82 

Conf Interval 

lower 

54.57 

upper 

59.94 

Discriminant Function 

Loadings 

0.58 
0.17 

0.63 
0.64 
0.02 
0.84 
0.65 
0.17 

-0.15 
0.02 

-0.10 
0.14 

-0.48 

0.12 

Percent 
variance 

36.68 

^ 

Conf. Interval 

lower 

0.50 
0.12 
0.57 
0.57 

-0.03 
0.82 
0.61 
0.12 

-0.23 
-0.04 

-0.19 
0.08 

-0.56 

0.02 

upper 

0.65 
0.22 
0.67 
0.70 
0.07 
0.86 
0.69 
0.22 

-0.08 
0.07 

-0.01 
O.U) 

-0.3 )̂ 

0.21 

Conf Internal 

lower 

34.09 

upper 
3^).25 
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Table 3.12. Percent classificafions based on 
Mahalanobis distances for the fixe most 
biologically realisfic search tacfics. Correct 
classifications are shown in boldface. 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 
TRAJ 

LEVY 

MINI 

99 
33.8 
1.8 
1.8 

4.2 

NEAR 

1 

52.4 
3.2 
0.4 

10.2 

RECI 

0 
0.2 

61.4 
0 

20.2 

TRAJ 

0 
0.2 
1.8 
97 

1.6 

LE\'Y 

0 
13.4 
31.8 
0.8 

63.8 

Table 3.13. Percent classifications based on artificial 
neural networks for the fixe most 
biologically realistic search tactics. Correct 
classifications are shown in boldface. 

Classified As 

Actual 
Tactic 

MINI 

NEAR 

RECI 
TRAJ 

LEVY 

MINI 

90.4 
22.6 
1.4 
1.4 

1.4 

NEAR 

2.6 

55.0 
2.8 
1.2 

6.8 

RECI 
0.0 
0.0 

56.2 
0.0 

17.2 

TRAJ 
0.0 
0.2 
1.4 

93.6 
2.2 

LEVY 

0.0 
4.0 
34.4 

0.0 

59.0 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

4.1. Restatement of Obiecfives 

The goals of this study were centered on a suite of theorefical search tacfics that 

were developed to simulate cognifively possible and biologically plausible searching 

beha\-iors. The first goal was to determine whether the various search tactics produced 

paths that had consistent and recognizable path characteristics. The second goal was to 

determine whether different tactics could be distinguished from the globall} optimal 

solution. Finally, the last goal was to determine whether unknown search paths, or 

observations, could be classified into one of the theoretical search tactics reliabh. 

4.2. Consistent and Recognizable Path Characteristics 

The path of a searching animal can be characterized by geometric measurements 

that describe the pattern of movement (Bell 1991). Therefore, when all movements are 

consistent among replicate paths generated by a particular search-tactic model, the 

geometric measurements of the resulfing paths are also consistent and will appear 

compact in a multidimensional space, such as the discriminant space portrayed in this 

study. Likewise, when movements are inconsistent, the path characteristics are 

inconsistent and will appear widespread. The search paths produced b} the various 

theoretical tactics in this study revealed that not all tactics have the same degree of 

consistency of movements. That is, some of the distributions of path descriptors appear 

more compact than others. 
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In general, the probabilistic tactics demonstrate less consistency than do the 

deterministic tactics. However, no tactic exhibits less consistency than the null model. 

RAND. The null model is what is expected if no decision mechanisms are used while 

searching for resources. As a result, some resulting paths may be more or less optimal 

than other paths produced by the exact same search tactic. Therefore, if certain animals 

produce search paths that var}' considerably and incorporate both extremes of searching 

efficiency, then we would be unable to reject the null hypothesis and we must conclude 

that we do not have enough evidence to determine that those animals are searching non-

randomly. 

The inconsistency of search paths produced by the theoretical search tactics 

results in overlapping of distributions, which implies either that the search tactics \\ ere 

too similar mathematically for discriminatory analysis or that there were an inadequate 

number of path descriptors to characterize the geometr}- of the search paths accurateh. 

Although there is no universal set of path descriptors that work well for e\-er} research 

design. Bell (1991) provides details regarding the measures that are usefiil in quantifsing 

search paths. The measures he discussed included locomotor}' and turning rate, compass 

heading, turn bias, turning rate per unit distance, path straightness, displacement, 

thoroughness, autocorrelation, and stopping frequency. Although some of these 

measures do not apply to this study, they provide an estimate of the number of descriptors 

needed to capture the biologically important aspects of a search path. Increasing the 

number of correlated path descriptors will provide greater discriminator} abilit} m the 

analyses as long as any of the descriptors do not form linear combinations u ith one 

another. Therefore, if we increase the discriminator}- ability, then we are more likeK to 
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be able to recognize the different search tactics based on their resulting path 

characteristics. 

4.3. Disfinguishing from a Globallv Optimal Solufion 

Classical models of optimal foraging predict that searching behavior should 

maximize net energy intake and minimize search time; therefore, these models would 

predict searching behavior that closely mimics the globally optimal solufion because it 

results in the shortest possible path length and has no path crossings. This optimal 

searching behavior does, however, require the maximum amount of cognitive ability, and 

only primates searching for a limited number of resources have demonstrated the abilit} 

to use it (Menzel 1973; Cramer and Gallistel 1997). Therefore, omniscience, which is a 

main underlying assumption of many optimal foraging models, can no longer be 

considered a valid assumption. However, this study was able to determine that various 

theoretical search tactics produce paths that overlap broadly in their geometry- w ith the 

globally optimal searching solution, without invoking the assumption of omniscience. 

NEAR, for example, overlapped the globally optimal solution to the greatest extent and 

represents a behavior that both invertebrates and vertebrates could utilize extensivel} 

because it models the idea that an animal will choose the closest resource. 

4.4. Classification into the Theoretical Search Tacfics 

One of the main objectives of the stud} was to develop a means of inferring the 

search tacfics of actual organisms to gain a better understanding of the decision 

mechanisms animals utilize while searching for resources. This study did determine that 
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"unknow-n" search paths (i.e., paths for which the tactics generafing them are unknown to 

the analysis) could be allocated to the search-tactic models, but with \arming degrees of 

reliability. Some of the search-tactic paths had higher probabilifies of correct 

classification than others due to the overlapping of distributions. Therefore, the 

probability of correctly classifying an unknown path was less for all nine tactics 

considered simultaneously than it was for the five most biologicalh- realistic search 

tactics because there were more tactics involved in the overlap. The probabilistic search 

tactics had fewer correct classifications than the deterministic tactics because of the 

inconsistency in movement patterns. However, we cannot eliminate probabilistic models 

from the underlying theoretical search tactics because we do not know whether animals 

utilize deterministic or probabilistic tactics due to a lack of empirical evidence. Our goal 

should be to incorporate only those models that truly represent a distinct and biologically 

plausible searching behavior, whether determinisfic or probabilisfic, into the underlying 

set of theoretical tactics. 

The protocol simulated in this study (square domain, randomly placed point 

resources to eliminate learning, and multivariate descriptors of search paths) ma}- provide 

an experimental basis for associating the search paths of real animals with the theoretical 

search tactics that produce them, and might allow inferences to be made about the 

decision mechanisms they utilize while searching for resources. The parameters of the 

search tactics actually used by a particular set of animals can then be incorporated into 

models produced by both landscape and foraging ecologists to make the models more 

biologically realistic and more applicable to a wider array of situations. 
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4.5. Future Studies 

In the future, further research needs to include developing additional biological!} 

realistic search tactics so that the models could apply to a broader range of organisms. In 

addition, work needs to be done on classifying empirical results to gain insight into actual 

animal searching behavior. It is imperative that we gain empirical know ledge to coincide 

with the theoretical foundation provided in this study. Theoretical studies are beneficial 

only if they can apply to actual animals. More specifically, the best theoretical studies 

provide empiricists with a concept that can apply to all organisms, not just a select few 
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APPENDIX A 

MATLAB^ FUNCTIONS 

The theoretical search tactics used in this study were developed for and simulated 

with functions written for MATLAB^ v5.2. Dr. Richard E. Strauss wrote the minimum-

distance (pathmin) and the maximum-distance (pathmax) search tactics. I wrote the 

nearest-neighbor (pathnear), the reciprocal-distance (pathreci), the inverse-squared-

distance (pathinve), the trajectory-directed (pathtraj), the uniformly-random (pathrand) 

search tactics, as well as the Pearson random walk (pathpear) and the Levy random walk 

(pathlevy). The code for the aforementioned fianctions are as follows: 

% PATHMIN: Given the distances among a set of n points, finds the shortest 
% serial (branchless) connection among n points of a net, which need 
% not be complete. The start point must be specified, and the path 
% can terminate in a specified end point or may terminate with any point. 
% If the start and end points are identical, the path describes a 
% Hamiltonian circuit. 

Uses the heuristic method of Fend (1972), ACM Algorithm 456. If 
only the start point is given, uses the nearest-neighbor path as the 
initial estimate, otherwise constructs the initial path by the 
consecutive insertion of points (local optimum). 

% Usage: [minpath,minlen] = pathmin(dist,sn,{en},{p},{ntrials» 

o/o dist = [n X n] distance matrix, with zeros on the diagonal. The 
0/^ matrix need not be symmetric, and non-existent links in 
o/„ the network can be specified by large positive values 
% (>n*max(d)). 
% sn = starting point number. 

ending point number [0 or null if undetermined], 
vector of points to be connected [default = 1 :n]. 

ntrials = number of repeated trials [max = 2n, default = n]. 

'/o en = 
'/o p = 

% minpath = optimal connection of points. 
o/o minlen = total length of connection. 

% Fend, Z. 1972. Algorithm 456, Routing Problem. 
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% Collected Algorithms from CACM. 

% RE Strauss, 7/7/98 
% 9/27/00 - check against nearest-neighbor path. 

function [minpath,minlen] = pathmin(dist,sn,en,p,ntrials) 
If (nargin<3)en = D;end; 
if (nargin<4)p = []; end; 
if (nargin < 5) ntrials = []; end; 

[m,c] = size(dist); 
if (m-=c I sum(diag(dist))) 
errorC PATHMIN: distance matrix must be square with zero diagonals')-

end; ^ " 

if (isempty(en)) 
en = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(p)) 
p = 1:m; 

end; 

n = length(p); % Number of points 
if (max(p) > m) 
errorC PATHMIN: point labels exceed order of distance matrix'); 

end; 

if (isempty(ntrials)) 
ntrials = n; 

end; 

large = n * max(max(dist)); % Large value 

% Connect starting pt to potential ending pts if (en == 0) 
dist(:,sn) = -large * ones(m,1); % by large negative distances 
dist(sn,sn) = 0; 

elseif (sn~=en) 
dist(en,sn) = -large; 

end; 

minlen = large; 
for trial = 1:ntrials % Run trials 

if (en==0 I en~=sn) 
pp = pathnn(dist(p,p)); 
P = P(PP); 

else 
forjs = 2:n 

mininc = large; 
je=js-1; 

% If no endpoint & no circuit, 
% Find nearest-neighbor path 

% Else 
% Build path by consecutive insertion of points 

% Last point entered 

forj = js:n 
JP = p(j); 
for i = 1 :je 

ipl = p(i); 

% Find unconnected point having minimum increment 
% Potential new point 
% Cycle thru connected points 
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i f ( i<je) 
ip2 = p(i+1); 

else 
ip2 = p(1); 

end; 
inc = dist(ip1,jp) + distGp,ip2) - dist(ip1,ip2); 
if (inc < mininc) 
jsave = j ; 
isave = i; 
mininc = inc; 

end; 
end; 

end; %forj =js:n 

I = isave; 
j = jsave-1; 

while (j ~= i) 
ip1 = PO); 

pa) = pa+i); 
pa+i) = ipi; 

end; 
end; %for js = 2:n 

end; 

i f (n>2) 
fork = 1:n-1 

icount = 0; 

while (icount < n) 
icor = 0; 

forj = 1:n 
lenf = 0; 
lenr = 0; 

i f (k>1) 

k1 = 1; 

while (k1 < k) 
if (i > n) 
i = i -n ; 

end; 
ip1 = p(i); 
ip2 = i+1; 
if (ip2 > n) 

ip2 = 1; 
end; 
ip2 = p(ip2); 
lenf = lenf+ dist(ip1,ip2); 
lenr = lenr + dist(ip2,ip1); 
i = i+1; 
k1 =k1 + 1; 

% Stretch path by inserting chosen point 

% Adjust path by the 3-opt method, 
% varying consecutive chain length k 

% Shift consecutive chain throughout sequence of n points 

% Calc chain length in forward & backward directions 

• > • > 



end; 
end; 

mininc = 
j1 = j + k 
i fa i>n) 
J 1 = j 1 -

end; 

large; 
- 1 ; 

n; 

0 

0 
For each positioned chain (as is & inverted), 
check all arcs if insertion improves path 

fori = 1:n 
easel = (j<=j1 & (i>=j & i<=j1)); 
case2 = (j>j1 & (i<=j1 | i>=j)); 

if (-easel & ~case2) 
ipl = P(i); 
jp = pa); 
jpi = pai); 
ip2 = i+1; 
if (ip2 > n) 
ip2 = 1; 

end; 
je = ip2; 
if(ip2==j) 
ip2 = j1+1; 

end; 
if (ip2> n) 
ip2 = 1; 

end; 
ip2 = p(ip2); 
In = lenf; 
ir = 0; 

doloop = 1; 
while (doloop) 

inc = dist(ip1,jp) -»- In + dist(jp1,ip2) - dist(ip1,ip2); 
case3 = (inc>mininc | (inc==mininc & Ge~=j | (je==j & ir==1)))); 

if (~case3) 
i 1 = i ; 
iri = ir; 
mininc = inc; 

end; 

if(ir~=1) 
i r = 1 ; 
In = lenr; 
js = jp; 
j p = j p i ; 
j p i= js ; 

else 
doloop = 0; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; %for i = 1:n 
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i = i1+1; 
i f ( i>n) 
i = 1; 

end; 

•f(i-=j|ir1~=0) 
•cor = 1; % Reinsert chain of length k starting in j 
if (iri == 0) % between points p(i1) and p(i1+1) 
js = j; 
je = 0; 

else 
js = j1; 
Je = -1 ; 

end; 
k1 =0; 

doloop = 2; 
k1 = k1 + 1; 

while (doloop) 
if (k1 > k) 
doloop = 0; 

else 
if(doloop==2|ip1-i1==0) 

i=js; 
js = js + je; 
ifas<1) 
js = n; 

end; 
doloop = 1; 

end; 

ipl = i+1; 
if (ipl >n) 

ip1=1; 
end; 
JP = P("); 
p(i) = p(ip1); 
p(ipi) = jp; 
i = i+1; 
i f ( i>n) 

i = 1; 
end; 

if(ip1-i1 ==0) 
k1 = k1+1; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

if (icor == 0) 
icount = n; 
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else 
icount = icount+1; 

end; 

end; % while count < n 
end; %fork = 1:n-1 

end; % if (n > 2) 

for i = 1:n 
if(p(1)~=sn) 
js = p(1); 
p(1:(n-1)) = p(2:n); 
p(n) = js; 

end; 
end; 

len = 0; 
fori = 1:(n-1) 

ipl = p(i); 
ip2 = p(i+1); 
len = len + dist(ip1,ip2); 

end; 

ip1 = p(1); 
if (sn == en) 
len = len + dist(ip2,ip1); 

end; 

if (len < minlen) 
minlen = len; 
q = p; 

end; 

t = trial+1; 
if (t > n) 
t = t - n ; 

end; 
s = p(1); 
P(1) = P(t); 
P(t) = s; 

end; % for trial = 1:ntrials 

% Orient path with sn in p(1) 

% Calculate path length 

% Save solution, if better, and save 
% new initiate point 

% Put new point at the lead 

minpath = q; 
if (sn == en) 
if (size(minpath,1)==1) 
minpath = [minpath minpath(1)]; 

else 
minpath = [minpath; minpath(1)]; 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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% PATHNEAR: Determines the nearest neighbor path generated from a starting index % 

Usage: nearpath = pathnear(pts,sn) 

nearpath = the indices for the nearest neighbor path 

pts = a [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 
sn = the index of a start point within the given set a points 

% Chris Higgins 2/7/2000 
% 
% Requires: euci (RES) 
% 

function nearpath = pathnear(pts,sn) 

dist = eucl(pts); 
len = length(dist); 

g = zeros(len,1); 
nearpath = zeros(1,len); 

for i = 1:len 
dist(i,i)= nan; 
end; 

nearpath(l) = sn; 
dist(sn,:)=[nan]; 

g(1) = min(dist(:,sn)); 
[r,c] = find(dist(:,sn) == g(1)); 
dist(r,:)= [nan]; 
nearpath(2) = r; 

for k = 3:len 
g(k-1) = mln(dist(:,r)); 
[r,c] = find(dist(:,r)==g(k-1)); 

dist(r,:) = [nan]; 
nearpath(k) = r; 
end; 

return; 

% Generate distance matrix 
% Allocate matrices 

% Generate NaN for diagonal 

% Add start point to path 
% Remove start point from distance matrix 

% Determine minimum distance from start 
% Find food item with that distance 
% Remove food item from distance matrix 
% Add closest food item to path 

% Determine minimum distance from point 
% Find food item with that distance 
% Remove food item from distance matrix 
% Add closest food item to path 
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/o 

% 
% 
0/ 
/o 

% 
% 
% 
/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

% 

PATHRECI: 

Usage: 

Determines the reciprocal-distance path generated from a starting point 
and a series of coordiates. 

recipath = pathreci(pts,sn) 

recipath = the indices for the reciprocal-distance path 

pts = a [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 
sn = the index of a start point within the given set a points 

Chris Higgins 3/11/2000 

Requires: eucI (RES) 

function recipath = pathreci(pts,sn) 

dist = eucl(pts); 
len = length(dist); 

for i = 1:len 
dist(i,i)= nan; 
end; 

recipath = zeros(1,len); 

recipdist = 1 ./ dist; 
max_dist = max(max(recipdist)); 
recipdist = recipdist./ max_dist; 

recipdist(sn,:)=[nan]; 
recipath(1) = sn; 

diff = abs(recipdist(:,sn) - rand); 
r = find(diff == min(diff)); 
recipdist(r,:) = [nan]; 
recipath(2) = r; 

for k = 3:len 
diff = abs(recipdist(:,r) - rand); 
r = find(diff == min(dlff)); 

recipdist(r,:) = [nan]; 
recipath(k) = r; 
end; 

% Generate distance matrix 
% Determine the number of food items 

% Make the diagonal all NaN 

% Allocate reciprocal distance path 

% Calculate all reciprocal distances 
% Determine the max value for recipdist 
% Scale recipdist matrix between 0 and 1 

% Remove start point from recipdist matrix 
% Add start point to path 

% Calculate random point from recipdist 
% Find index for food item 
% Remove point form recipdist matrix 
% Add point to path 

% Calculate random point from recipdist 
% Find index for food item 
% Remove point from recipdist matrix 

% Add point to path 

return; 
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PATHINVE: Determines the inverse-square-distance path generated from a starting 
point and a series of coordinates. 

Usage: invepath = pathinvsq(pts,sn) 

invepath = the indices for the inverse-square-distance path 

pts = a [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 
sn = the index of a start point within the given set a points 

Chris Higgins 3/13/2000 

Requires: eucI (RES) 

function invepath = pathinve(pts,sn) 

dist = eucl(pts); 
len = length(dist); 

fori = 1:len 
dist(i,i) = nan; 
end; 

invepath = zeros(1,len); 

invsqdist = (1 ./ dist) .̂  2; 
max_dist = max(max(invsqdist)); 
invsqdist = invsqdist./ max_dist; 

invsqdist(sn,:)=[nan]; 
invepath(l) = sn; 

diff = abs(invsqdist(:,sn) 
r = find(diff==min(diff)); 
invsqdist(r,:) = [nan]; 
invepath(2) = r; 

rand); 

for k = 3:len 
diff = abs(invsqdist(:,r) - rand); 
r = find(diff==min(diff)); 

invsqdist(r,:) = [nan]; 
invepath(k) = r; 
end; 

% Generate distance matrix 
% Detrmine the number of food items 

% Make the diagonal all NaN 

% Allocate inverse square matrix 

% Calculate all inverse square distances 
% Determiner the maximum value for invsq 
% Scale the invsq matrix between 0 and 1 

% Remove start point form invsq matrix 
% Add start point to path 

% Calculate random point from invsq 
% Find index for food item 
% Remove food item form invsq matrix 
% Add point to path 

% Calculate random point from invsq 
% Find index for food item 
% Remove food item from invsq matrix 
% Add point to path 

return; 
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PATHTRAJ: Determines the trajectory directed path generated from a starting 
point and a series of point coordinates 

Usage: trajpath = pathtraj(pts) 

trajpath = the trajectory directed path 

pts = an [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 

Chris Higgins 2/22/2000 

Stand alone 

function trajpath = pathtraj(pts) 

len = length(pts); 
trajpath = zeros(1,len); 

theta = rand .* (pi/2); 
T = [cos(theta) -sin(theta); sin(theta) cos(theta)]; 
new_pts = pts * T; 
s = sort(new_pts(:,1)); 

fori = 1:len 
trajpath(i) = find(new_pts(:,1) == s(i)); 
end; 

return; 

% Calculate number of points 
% Allocate vector for indices 

% Generate angle within arena 
% Transformation matrix 
% Calculate rotated points 
% Sort rotated points 

% Find indices for path 
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% PATHPEAR: Determines the Pearson random walk path generated from the origin 
% and a series of coordinates. 

Usage: pearpath = pathpear(pts,{size},{close}) 

pearpath = the indices for the Pearson random walk path 

pts = a [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 
size = optional, gives the size of the arena {default = 50 cm} 
close = optional, determines how close to the animal must be to a 

food item for the animal to "find" it {default = 5% of "size"} 

% Chris Higgins 5/22/2000 
% 
% Requires: isinpoly (RES), eucI (RES) 

function pearpath = pathpear(pts,size,close) 

if(nargin < 2) 
size =D; 
end; 
lf(nargin < 3) 
close = D; 
end; 

if(isempty(size)) 
size = 50; 
end; 
if(isempty(dose)) 
close = 0.05 * size; 
end; 

len = length(pts); 

lenl = 0; 
w = zeros(1,2); 
border = [0 0;0 size;size size;size 0]; 
walk = [0 0]; 
pearpath = Q; 

while(len1 < len-1) 
randtheta = rand .* (2 * pi); 
steplength = close; 

% Allocate input arguments 

% Assign values to input arguments 

% Calculate # of food items to consume 

% Allocate matrices 

% Generate random angle 
% Generate constant step length 



X = cos(randtheta) .* steplength; 
y = sin(randtheta) .* steplength; 

w(1) = walk(1) + x; 
w(2) = walk(2) + y; 

isin = isinpoly(w,border); 

if(isin == 1) 

% Calculate coordinates of new step 

% Calculate possible walk from new step 

% Determine if the new step is within the 
% boundaries of the arena 

% If new step is within boundaries: 

% Calculate the vertices of the rectangular area created from the perceptual range 
% during the step 

if(0 <= randtheta < pi) 
z = abs(90 - randtheta); 
a = [walk(1)+(cos(z)*close) walk(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 

b = [walk(1)-(cos(z)*close) walk(2)+(sln(z)*close)]; 
c = [w(1)+(cos(z)*close) w(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 
d = [w(1)-(cos(z)*close) w(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 
else 
z = abs(270 - randtheta); 
a = [walk(1)+(cos(z)*close) walk(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 
b = [walk(1)-(cos(z)*close) walk(2)+(sln(z)*close)]; 
c = [w(1)+(cos(z)*close) w(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 
d = [w(1)-(cos(z)*close) w(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 
end; 

is = isinpoly(pts,[a;b;c;d]); % See if any foo items are with range 

% If any food items are within the perceptual range of the animal while it is moving, 
% the animal will consume the first food item it recognizes 

if(any(is==1)) 
i = find(is == 1); 
leni = length(i); 

if(leni==1) 
walk(1) = pts(i,1); 
walk(2) = pts(i,2); 

pearpath = [pearpath ;i]; 
lenl = length(pearpath); 

pts(i,:) = nan; 
end; 
if(lenl>1) 

d=zeros(leni,1); 
forj = 1:leni 

d(j) = eucl(walk,pts(iO),:)); 
end; 
[m,ind] = min(d); 
index = i(ind); 

walk(1) = pts(index,1); 
walk(2) = pts(index,2); 

% Add movement to food as new step 

% Calculate distance from food items 

% Add movement to food as new step 
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pearpath = [pearpath;index]; 
lenl = length(pearpath); 

pts(index,:) = nan; 
end; 

end; 

% If no food items are within the perceptual range durning move, then finish step 

% Add new step to walk 
if(all(is == 0)) 

walk(1) = w(1); 
walk(2) = w(2); 

for i = 1:len 
d(i) = eucl(w,pts(i,:)); 
end; 
[m,i]=min(d); 

% Calculate distance from food items 

% Determine which food item is closest 

% If at the end of a step, food items are within the perceptual range, then 
% the animal will consume and thus move to the closest food item 

if(m <= dose) 
walk(1) = pts(i,1); 
walk(2) = pts(i,2); 

% Add movement to the food as a step 

end; 
end; 

pearpath = [pearpath;!]; % Add index to path 
lenl = length(pearpath); % Calculate length of current path 
pts(i,:) = nan; % Remove food from remaining items 

end; 
end; 

[m,i] = min(pts(:,1)); 
pearpath = [pearpath;!]; 

return; 

% Capture last remaining food item 
% Add last index to Pearson path 
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% PATHLEVY: Determines the Levy random walk path generated from the origin 
% and a series of coordinates. 

Usage: levypath = pathlevy(pts,size,close) 

levypath = the indices for the Pearson random walk path 

pts = a [n X 2] matrix of point coordinates 
size = optional, gives the size of the arena {default = 50 cm} 
close = optional, determines how close to the animal must be to a 

food item for the animal to "find" it {default = 5% of "size"} 

% Chris Higgins 5/22/2000 
% 
% Requires: isinpoly (RES), eucI (RES) 

function levypath = pathlevy(pts,size,close) 

if(nargin < 2) 
size=D; 

end; 
if(nargin < 3) 

close = D; 
end; 

if(isempty(size)) 
size = 50; 

end; 
if(isempty(close)) 

dose = 0.05 * size; 
end; 

len = length(pts); 

lenl =0; 
w = zeros(1,2); 
border = [0 0;0 size;size size;size 0]; 
walk = [0 0]; 
levypath = Q; 

while(len1 < len -1) 
randtheta = rand .* (2 * pi); 

% Allocate input arguments 

% Assign values to input arguments 

% All locate matrices 

% Generate random angle 
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a = 0; 
while(a == 0) 

steplength = abs(normrnd(0,1)); % Generate random step length 
if(steplength <= close) % Make sure that steplength is within the 

end; 

a - 1 ; % perceptual range 
end; 

X = cos(randtheta) .* steplength; % Calculate coordinates of new step 
y = sin(randtheta) .* steplength; 

w(1) = walk(1) + x; % Calculate possible walk from new step 
w(2) = walk(2) + y; 

isin = isinpoly(w,border); % Determine If the new step is within the 

if(isin == 1) % if new step is within boundaries: 

% Calculate the vertices of the rectangular area created from the perceptual range 
% during the step 

if(0 <= randtheta < pi) 
z = abs(90 - randtheta); 
a = [walk(1)+(cos(z)*close) walk(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 

b = [walk(1)-(cos(z)*close) walk(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 
c = [w(1)+(cos(z)*close) w(2)-(sin(z)*close)]; 

d = [w(1)-(cos(z)*close) w(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 
else 

z = abs(270 - randtheta); 
a = [walk(1)+(cos(z)*close) walk(2)-(sin(z)*dose)]; 
b = [walk(1)-(cos(z)*close) walk(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 

c = [w(1)+(cos(z)*close) w(2)-(sln(z)*close)]; 
d = [w(1)-(cos(z)*dose) w(2)+(sin(z)*close)]; 

end; 

is = isinpoly(pts,[a;b;c;d]); % See if any food items are with range 

% If any food items are within the perceptual range of the animal while it is moving, 
% the animal will consume the first food item it recognizes 

if(any(is== 1)) 
I = find(is== 1); 
leni = length(i); 

if(leni==1) 
walk(1) = pts(i,1); % Add movement to food as new step 

walk(2) = pts(i,2); 

levypath = [levypath;!]; 
lenl = length(levypath); 
pts(!,:) = nan; 

end; 
if(leni>1) 
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d = zeros(leni,1); 
forj = 1:leni % Calculate distance from food items 
dG) = eucl(walk,pts(ia),:)); 
end; 
[m,ind] = min(d); 
index = i(ind); 

walk(1) = pts(index,1); 
walk(2) = pts(index,2); 

% Add movement to food as new step 

levypath = [levypath; Index]; 
lenl = length(levypath); 

pts(index,:) = nan; 
end; 
end; 

% If no food items are within the perceptual range durning move, then finish step 

% Add new step to walk 
if(all(is == 0)) 
walk(1) = w(1); 

waik(2) = w(2); 

for i = 1:len 
d(i) = eucl(w,pts(i,:)); 
end; 
[m,i]=m!n(d); 

% Calculate distance from food items 

% Determine which food item is closest 

% If at the end of a step, food items are within the perceptual range, then 
% the animal will consume and thus move to the closest food item 

if(m <= close) 
walk(1) = pts(i,1); 
walk(2) = pts(i,2); 

levypath = [levypath;!]; 
lenl = length(levypath); 
pts(i,:) = nan; 

% Add movement to the food as a step 

% Add index to path 
% Calculate length of current path 
% Remove food from remaining items 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

[m,!] = min(pts(:,1)); 
levypath = [levypath;!]; 

% Capture last remaining food item 
% Add last index to Pearson path 

return; 
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% PATHRAND: 

% USAGE: 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
/o 

/o 

Determines the random path generated from a starting point 
index and a series of coordinates. 

randpath = pathrand(pts,sn) 

randpath = the indices of the random path 

0/ 
/o 

pts = an [n X 2] matrix of coordinates 
column 1 = X coordinates 
column 2 = Y coordinates 

sn = optional, the index of the starting point {default = 1} 

% Chris Higgins 3/10/2000 
% 
% Stand alone 
% 

function randpath = pathrand(pts,sn) 

if(nargin < 1) 
error('PATHRAND: Point coordinates must be given.'); 
end; 
!f(nargin < 2) 
sn = D; 
end; 

Yo Allocate input arguments 

!f(!sempty(sn)) 
sn = 1; 
end; 

len = length(pts); 
randpath = zeros(1,len); 

permpath = randperm(len); 
f = f!nd(permpath == sn); 
permpath(f) = Q; 

randpath(l) = sn; 
randpath(2:len) = permpath; 

% Assign values to input arguments 

% Calculate number of food items 
% Allocate random path 

% Randomly permute food items 
% Find the start point In the food items 
% Remove start point from food items 

% Add start point to the path 
% Place rest of food items In path 
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return; 

% 

% 
0/ 
/o 

% 

Usage: 

% PATHMAX: 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

/o 

Given a set of m points, finds the longest serial (branchless) 
connection among n points of a net, which need not be complete. 
The start point must be specified, and the path can terminate in a 
specified end point or may terminate with any point. If the start 
and end points are identical, the path describes the longest-path 
version of a Hamiltonian circuit. 

Uses a modification of the heuristic method of Fend (1972), 
ACM Algorithm 456. 

[maxpath,maxlen] = pathmax(d!st,sn,{en},{p},{ntrials}) 

dist = [m X m] distance matrix, with zeros on the diagonal. The 
matrix need not be symmetric, and non-existent links in 
the network can be specified by large positive values 
(>n*max(d)). 

sn = starting point number. 
en = ending point number [0 or null if undetermined]. 
p = vector of points to be connected [default = 1 :n]. 
ntrials = number of repeated trials [max = 2n, default = n]. 

maxpath = optimal connection of points, 
maxlen = total length of connection. 

Fend, Z. 1972. Algorithm 456, Routing Problem. 
Collected Algorithms from CACM. 

% RE Strauss, 7/7/98 

function [maxpath,maxlen] = pathmax(dist,sn,en,p,ntrials) 
If (nargin < 3) en = • ; end; 
if (nargin <4) p = Q; end; 
if (nargin < 5) ntrials = Q; end; 

[m,c] = size(dist); 
if (m~=c I sum(diag(dist))) 
error('PATHmax: distance matrix must be square with zero diagonals'); 
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end; 

if (isempty(en)) 
en = 0; 

end; 
if (isempty(p)) 

p = 1:m; 
end; 

% Number of points n = length(p); 
if (max(p) > m) 
error('PATHmax: point labels exceed order of distance matrix'); 

end; 

if (isempty(ntrials)) 
ntrials = n; 

end; 

large = -n * max(max(dist)); % Large value 

if (en == 0) % Connect starting pt to potential ending pts 
dist(:,sn) =-large * ones(m,1); % by large positive distances 
dist(sn,sn) = 0; 

elseif (sn~=en) 
dist(en,sn) = -large; 

end; 

maxlen = large; 
for trial = 1: ntrials 

forjs = 2:n 
maxinc = large; 
je = js-1; 

% Run trials 

% Build tour by consecutive insertion of points 

% Last point entered 

% Cycle thru connected points 

forj = js:n 
jp = p(j); 
for i = 1 :je 

ipl = p(i); 
i f ( i<je) 

ip2 = p(i+1); 
else 

ip2 = p(1); 
end; 
inc = dist(ip1,jp) + distGp,ip2) - dist(ip1,ip2); 
if (inc > maxinc) 
jsave = j ; 
isave = i; 
maxinc = inc; 

end; 
end; 

end; %forj=js:n 

i = isave; 
j = jsave-1; 

% Find unconnected point having maximum increment 
% Potential new point 
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while (j ~= i) 
ip1 = p(j); 
P0) = P(J+1); 
P0+I) = ip1; 
j = j - i ; 

end; 
end; %for js = 2:n 

if (n > 2) 
fork = 1:n-1 

icount = 0; 

while (icount < n) 
points 

lcor = 0; 

forj = 1:n 
lenf = 0; 
lenr = 0; 

i f (k>1) 
i = j ; 
k1 = 1; 

% Stretch tour by inserting chosen point 

% Adjust tour by the 3-opt method, 
% varying consecutive chain length k 

% Shift consecutive chain throughout sequence of n 

% Calc chain length in forward & backward directions 

while (k1 < k) 
i f ( i>n) 

i = i -n ; 
end; 
ipl = P{i); 
ip2 = i+1; 
if (ip2 > n) 

ip2 = 1; 
end; 
ip2 = p(ip2); 
lenf = lenf+ dist(ip1,ip2); 
lenr= lenr +dist(ip2,ip1); 
i = i+1; 
k1 = k1 + 1; 

end; 
end; 

maxinc = large; 
j 1 = j + k - 1 ; 
i f a i > n ) 
j1 =j1 - n ; 

end; 

% For each positioned chain (as is & inverted), 
% check all arcs if insertion improves tour 

for i = 1:n 
easel = G<=J1 & (i>=J & i<=J'')); 
case2 = G>j1 & (i<=J'' I i>=J)); 

if (-easel & ~case2) 
ipl = P(i); 
jP = p(j); 
jpi = PG1); 
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ip2 = i+1; 
if (ip2> n) 

ip2 = 1; 
end; 
je = ip2; 
if(ip2==j) 
ip2 = j1+1; 

end; 
if (ip2 > n) 

ip2 = 1; 
end; 
ip2 = p(lp2); 
In = lenf; 
ir = 0; 

doloop = 1; 
while (doloop) 

inc = dist(ip1,jp) + In + distGp1,ip2) - dist(ip1,ip2); 
case3 = (inc<maxinc | (inc==maxinc & Ge~=j I Ge==j & ir==1)))); 

if (-case3) 
i1 = i; 
iri = ir; 
maxinc = inc; 

end; 

i f ( i r -=1) 
i r = 1 ; 
In = lenr; 
js=jp; 
jp = jp i ; 
jpi =js; 

else 
doloop = 0; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; %for i = 1:n 

i = i1+1; 
i f ( i>n) 
i = 1; 

end; 

if(i-=j|ir1-=0) 
icor = 1; % Reinsert chain of length k starting in j 
if (iri == 0) % between points p(i1) and p(i1+1) 
js = j ; 
je = 0; 

else 
js=j1; 
je = - 1 ; 

end; 
k1 =0; 
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doloop = 2; 
k1 =k1 + 1; 

while (doloop) 
if (k1 > k) 
doloop = 0; 

else 
if (doloop==2 I ip1-i1==0) 

i= js; 
js = js + je; 
if Gs<1) 
js = n; 

end; 
doloop = 1; 

end; 

ipl = i+1; 
if (ipl > n) 

ip1 = 1; 
end; 
JP = P(i); 
p(i) = p(ip1); 
p(ipi) = Jp; 
I = i+1; 
i f ( i>n) 

i = 1; 
end; 

if(jp1.i1 ==0) 
k1 =k1+1; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

if (icor == 0) 
icount = n; 

else 
icount = icount+1; 

end; 

end; % while count < n 
end; %fork = 1:n-1 

end; % i f ( n > 2 ) 

fori = 1:n % Orient tour with sn in p(1) 
if(p(1)-=sn) 
js = p(1); 
p(1:(n-1)) = p(2:n); 
p(n) = js; 

end; 
end; 
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len = 0; 
fori = 1:(n-1) 

Ipl = p(i); 
ip2 = p(i+1); 
len = len + dist(ip1,ip2); 

end; 

% Calculate tour length 

ip1=p(1); 
if (sn == en) 

len = len + dist(ip2,ip1); 
end; 

If (len > maxlen) 
maxlen = len; 
q = p; 

end; 

t = trial+1; 
If (t > n) 
t = t - n ; 

end; 
s = p(1); 
p{1) = P(t); 
P(t) = s; 

end; % for trial = 1:ntrials 

% Save solution, if better, and save 
% new initiate point 

% Put new point at the lead 

maxpath = q; 
if (sn == en) 
If (size(maxpath,1)==1) 
maxpath = [maxpath maxpath(l)]; 

else 
maxpath = [maxpath; maxpath(l)]; 

end; 
end; 

return; 
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APPENDIX B 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK TESTING PERFORMANCES 

Table B. 1. ANN testing performanee for theoretieal search taeties, exeludina MAXI 
and 7 nodes per hidden layer. * 

Data: 

Number of Inout Variables-

Training/ Validation/ Testine: 

Maximum Number of Epoehs 

Number of Nodes: 

Replication 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Mean 

Standard Error 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, INVE, 

14 

500/250/250 

: 1000 

7 

Epochs 

234 

314 

305 

215 

320 

41 

446 

501 

384 

24 

278.4 

156.2 

TRAJ, PEAR, LEVY, RANI 

Testing Performance 

0.282 

0.323 

0.351 

0.277 

0.337 

0.438 

0.293 

0.272 

0.295 

0.438 

0.3303 

0.0623 

76 



Table B.2. ANN testing performance for theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. 
and 14 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, INVE, TRAJ, PEAR, LEVY. R.AXD 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

14 

Replication 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Mean 

Epochs 

298 

215 

87 

324 

101 

327 

163 

183 

237 

285 

Sstandard Deviation 

m 

87.8 

Testing Performance 

0.268 

0.273 

0.301 

0.293 

0.290 

0.280 

0.269 

0.277 

0.264 

0.269 

0.2785 

0.0124 

77 



Table B.3. ANN testing performance for theoretical search tactics, excluding \LAXI. 
and 28 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, INVE, TRAJ, PEAR, LEVY. RAND 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

28 

Replication 

1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

100 

130 

174 

212 

146 

142 

149 

161 

93 

162 

Testing Performance 

0.264 

0.264 

0.272 

0.280 

0.270 

0.267 

0.266 

0.277 

0.278 

0.272 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

146.9 

34.7 

0.2711 

0.0059 

78 
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Table B.4. ANN testing performance for theoretical search tactics, excluding MAXI. 
and 42 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, INVE, TRAJ, PEAR, LEVY. R.AND 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

42 

Replication 

1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

8 

120 

150 

97 

134 

133 

127 

135 

126 

79 

Testing Performance 

0.511 

0.274 

0.270 

0.295 

0.270 

0.270 

0.271 

0.267 

0.271 

0.366 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

110.9 

41.5 

0.3065 

0.0780 

79 



Table B.5. ANN testing performance for theoretical search tactics, excludmg MAXI 
and 56 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: MINI, NEAR, RECI, INVE, TRAJ. PEAR, LEVY. RAND 

Number of Input Variables;- 14 

Training/ Validation/ Te.sting-

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

500/250/250 

1000 

56 

Replication 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

8 

7 

75 

112 

103 

7 

8 

9 

9 

120 

Testing Performance 

0.505 

1.150 

0.275 

0.275 

0.277 

0.714 

0.773 

1.145 

1.057 

0.281 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

45.8 

50.1 

0.6861 

0.3719 

80 



Table B.6. ANN testing performance for the five most biologicalh- realistic search 
tactics and 7 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables-

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, LEVY 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

7 

Replication 

1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

310 

212 

268 

105 

202 

236 

139 

171 

141 

144 

Testing Performance 

0.311 

0.318 

0.427 

0.323 

0.398 

0.303 

0.351 

0.297 

0.380 

0.330 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

192.8 

64.9 

0.3437 

0.0440 

81 



Table B.7. ANN testing performance for the five most biologically realistic search 
tactics and 14 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, LEVY 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

14 

Replication 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

143 

126 

79 

85 

106 

117 

144 

84 

107 

59 

Testing Performanee 

0.311 

0.305 

0.319 

0.314 

0.317 

0.304 

0.317 

0.298 

0.329 

0.329 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

105 

28.3 

0.3141 

0.0101 

82 



Table B.8. ANN testing performance for the five most biologically realistic search 
tactics and 28 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, LEVY 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

28 

Rep 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

lication 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

Epochs 

69 

8 

141 

140 

98 

100 

119 

114 

68 

77 

93.4 

40.0 

Testing Performance 

0.291 

0.782 

0.306 

0.318 

0.299 

0.288 

0.290 

0.290 

0.302 

0.295 

0.3460 

0.1533 



Table B.9. ANN testing performance for the five most biologically realistic search 
tactics and 42 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variables: 

Training/ Validation/ Testing: 

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, LEV^' 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

42 

Replication 

1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

Epochs 

9 

8 

67 

11 

45 

73 

99 

7 

8 

80 

40.7 

36.3 

Testing Performance 

1.317 

0.787 

0.319 

1.052 

0.293 

0.295 

0.286 

0.752 

1.033 

0.288 

0.6421 

0.3958 

84 



Table B. 10. ANN testing performance for the five most biologicalh- realistic search 
tactics and 56 nodes per hidden layer. 

Data: 

Number of Input Variahle<s-

Training/ Validation/ Te.sting-

Maximum Number of Epochs: 

Number of Nodes: 

MINI, NEAR, RECI, TRAJ, LEVY 

14 

500/250/250 

1000 

56 

Replication 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Epochs 

74 

78 

8 

69 

7 

89 

9 

97 

80 

81 

Testing Performance 

0.298 

0.306 

1.130 

0.299 

1.437 

0.308 

0.811 

0.293 

0.310 

0.324 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

59.2 

36.1 

0.5515 

0.4231 

85 
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